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ABSTRACT: Recent years, there are several applications of biometric systems to improve access control systems and security of data

recording. Of all the biomehic systems available, face identification & recognition is the most convenient application due to its excellent

performance and low cost. In this studn it is attempted to implement a face detection and recognition biometrics system for the automated

attendance rnanagement thus replacing the current manual system. Proposed system provides facility for face recognition using Viola-Jones as

Face Detection Method and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as Face Recognition. Test results improved attendance system accuracy and

automate faculty attendance system.

Keywords: Biometrics; Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Viola-Jones, Face detection, Face Detection, Face Recognition, attendance

management.

I.INTRODUCTION

Traditional method of attendance marking is very time consuming and

becomes complicated when the strength is more. Automated Attendance

System is the advancement that has taken place in the field ofautomation
replacing traditional attendance marking activity. Automated Attendance

Systems are generally bio-rnetric based, smart-card based and web based'

These systems are widely used in different organizations.

Automation of Attendance System has edge over traditional method as it
saves time and also can be used for security purposes. This also helps to
prevent fake attendance,

An Attendance Management System which is developed using bio-
metrics, in our case face, generally consists of Image Acquisition, Database

development, Face detection (Viola-Jones), Pre-processing, Feature

extraction (Eigen Faces), and Classification stages followed by Post-
processing stage.

Face recognition is also a very promising application of biometric
technology bec4use it does not need physical contact with any device.

Fig.l: Flow chart ofFace Detection & recognition

The facial recognition process can be divided into two main stages:

processing before detection where face detection and alignment take place

(localization and normalization), and afterwards recognition occur through

feature extraction and matching steps are :

A. Fuce Detection: This process separates the facial area from the rest of
the background image. In the case of video streams, faces can be tracked

using a face tracking component.
B. Face Alignmerrl.' This process focus on finding the best localization and

normalization of the face; where the detection step roughly estimates the
position of the face, this step outlines the facial components, such as face

outline, eyes, nose, ears and mouth. Afterwards normalization with respect

to geometrical transforms such as size and pose, in addition to
photomehical properties such as illumination and grey scale take place.

C. Feature Extraction: After the previous two steps, feature

extraction is performed resulting in effective information that is
useful for distinguishing between faces of different persons and

stable with respect to the geometrical and photometrical

variations.

D. Face Matching: The extracted features are compared to
those stored in the database, and decisions are made according to
the sufficient confidence in the match score.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Every time a lecture, section or laboratory starts the lecturer

or teaching Assistant delays the lecture to reoord students'

attendance. This is a lengthy process and takes lot of tirne and

effort, especially if it is a lecture with huge number of students.

It also causes a lot of disturbance and intemrption when an exam

is held. Moreover the attendance sheet is subjected to damage

and loss while being passed on or between diflerent students.

And when the number of students enrolled in a certain course is

huge, the lecturers tend to call a couple of sfudents name at

random which is not fair student evaluation process either.

Finally, these attendance records are used by the staff to monitor
the student's attendance rates. This process could be easy and

effective with a small number of students but on the other hand

dealing with the records ofa large number ofstudents often leads

to human error,

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

We propose a solution to all tle above mentioned problems

by providing an automated attendance system for all the students

that attend a certain lecfure, section, laboratory or exam at its
specific time, thus saving time, effort and reducing distractions
and disturbance. Another advantage concerning exams, is when

the lechuer or the advisor aocidentally losses an exam paper or
the student lies about attending the exam, there will be a record

of the students' attendance for the exam at that time, thus
protecting both lecturer's and students' rights. In addition, an

automated performance evaluation would provide more accurate

and reliable results avoiding human error. The main objective of
the system is to provide an automated attendance system that is
practical, reliable and eliminates disturbance and timr loss in
traditional attendance systems. A ftirther objective is to present a
system that can accurately evaluate students' performances

depending on their recorded attendance rate.
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The system architecture is as shown in Fi gure 2. The proposed
automated attendance management system is ba sed on face recognition
algorithm. When a person enters the class room h is image i, .upt i.a Uy
the camera. Face region is then extracted and pre-processed for further
processing. As not more than two persons can e nter the classroom at a time
face detection algorithm has less work. Fac e Recognition proves to be
adv^antageous than other systems. when the student's face is iecognized it
i_s. fed to.post-processing. The pCA algorithm to recognize a face will be
discussed. The stages in the proposed Automated Attendance Management
System are as shown in the Figure 2. Technicar details of implementation of
each stage are discussed in the next sections.

IV. METHODOLOG Y
A. Image Capture:

The Camera is mounted at a distance from the entrance to capture the
tiontal images of the students. The captur ed image is pretbrred to be
ofthe size 640x480 to avoid resizing oftn" imugi in tle back-end as

_ we observed resizing may sometimes resul ts in p;or performance.B. Face Detection:
A proper and efficient face detection algorit hm always enhances the
performance of face recognition systems. Various 

-algorithms 
a;;

proposed for face detection such as Face ge ometry baled methods,
Feature Invariant methods, Machine leaming based methods. Out of ali
these methods Yiola and Jones proposed a-framework which gives a
high detection rate and is also fast . viola-Jones detection algori-thm is
eflicient for real time applicatio n as it is fast and robust.
[5] Heuce we chose Violu-Jone, face det ection algorithm which
makes use of tntegral Image and AdaBoost learnin! algorithm a;
classifier' we observed that this algorithm gives better resurts in
different lighting conditions and we co ribined murtipre Haar
classifiers to achieve a better detection rates up to an angle of 30
degrees.

C. Pre-processing:
The detected face is extracted and subjected to pre_processing. This

pre-processing step involves with histogra m equalizatio-n of the
extracted face image and is resized to 100;100. Histogram
Equalization is the most common His togram Normalization technlque.
This improves the contrast ofthe imageL it stretches the range of'the
intensities in an image by makin g it more clear.

D. Dutabase Development:
As we chose biometric based system enrolm ent of every individual is
required. This database development p hase consists ofimage capture
ofevery individual and extracting th e bio-metric feature, in our case it
is face, and later it is enhance d using pre-processing tectrniqu"s anJ
stored in the database. In our projecl *. iur" take-n the i,nuges oi
individuals in different angles, different expressions and also in
different lighting conditions. A database of 30lndividuals with l 0

images ofeach has been collected for this project. Figure 3
shows few extracted and pre-processed faces stored in the
database.

E. Dalabase Development:
As we chose biometric based system enrolment of every
individual is required. This database development phase
consists of image capture of every individual and extricting
the bio-metricc feature, in our case it is face, and later it ii
enhanced using pre-processing techaiques and stored in the

9u1ib3:".. In this project we have taken the images of
individuals in different angles, different expressions and
also i n different lighting conditions. A database of 30
individ uals with l0 images of each has been collected for
this project. Figure 3 shows few extracted and pre-
processsed faces stored in the database.

F. Feature Extraction and Classilicarion :
The performance of a Face Recognition system also
depends upon the feature extraction 

"nd 
th"ir ciassification

to get the accurate results. Feature extraction is achieved
using feature based techniques or holistic techniques. In
some hollistic techniques we can make use of
dimensionality reducttion before classification. principal
Component Analysis (p CA) was the first algorithm tirat
represents the faces economically. In pCA thelace images
are.represented using eiigenfaces and their corresponding
projections along each eigenface. Instead of using all thi
dimensions of an imagee only meaningful dimensions are
considered to represent the image.
Mathematically an image using pCA is represented as :
1=WY +p
where : 1 is the face vecctor,

Y is vector of eigenfaces,
W is the feature vector,
and p is the average face vector.

These projections (feature vectors) are then used as
classit'ication features in f'ace recognition. [g] In general
features extracted from pCA are subjected-to distance
classifiers. The distance between the features of probe
image and features of trained images is calculated. If the
distance is less than the threshold (@) then the probe image
is recognized.

where : e. is Euclidean distance,

or is image vector,
and i is number of kained image.

PCA is used for feature extraction and Suppon Vector
Machine (SVM) is used for the classificatG. SVM is
r9ce1t]V proposed algorithm which is an effective pattern
classification algorithm. For pattern recognition SVir,t nnOs
the optimal separation of closest points in the training set.
This separaation can be done linearly or non_linearly, In
real world scenario we require a mulii-class classification.
Support Vector Classification; a SVM type, is used for
multi-class classification. Naive Baiyes classifier is a
simple classifier which assumes independence of features
of a class. In Baiyes Classification Small amount of aaining
data is enough for estimation. [9] So Face Recognition
involves in two stages, feature extraction and classifiition.

Enrolment(Training phase)

Fig.2: System Architecture

Recognition (Testing phase)
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The above mentioned feature extractors combined with classifiers are
compared in various real world scenarios such as lighting conditions,
Unintentional facial feature changes (occluded faces), Expressions.
System Performance is also evaluated in terms of recognition rate,
distance, false positive rate, time taken for training. The overall flow
ofthe system is as shown in Figure 6.
Distance plays as a criteria in this system model as the image frames
are captured when persons seats into the room and face region is
resized. So the face region captured at about 4feet and Tfeet gives
better results .

For a Training data of 150 images training time is calculated.

Post-processing: In the proposed system, after recognizing the faces of
the students, the names are updated into an excel sheet.

Algorithm I Pseudo Code ofProposed System:
l. Capture the Student's Image
2. Apply Viola-Jones algorithm (Face Detection)
3. Extract the ROI in Rectangular Bounding Box

Convert to gray scale, apply histogram equalization and Resize to
l00xl00

4. if Updating Database then
Store in Database
else

Apply PCA (For feature Exhaction)
Apply Distance Classifi erlSVM/Bayesian (for
Classification) end if

6. Post-processing.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Automated Attendance Systems based on face recognition
techniques thus proved to be time saving and secured. This
system can also be used to identify an unknown person. In real
time scenarios PCA algorithms gives better recognition rate and
low false positive rate when lighting condition does not vary .

SVM and Bayesian also prove to be better classifiers when
compared to distance classifiers. The future work is to improve
the recognition rate of algorithms when there are unintentional
changes in a person like tonsuring head, using scarf, beard, The
systern developed only recognizes face up to 30 degrees angle
variations which has to be improved fi.rther. Gait recognition can
be fused with face recognition systems in order to achieve better
performance of the system.

flgure 6i Overall flow of the Syetem
Fagure S- E.x.€l Shect of Atandance
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